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Abstract 
 
Taking point of departure in Zambian education system, this project investigates the idea of 
education as a means towards a modern society. Inspired by Professor James Ferguson and 
professor Fazal Rizvi, the project questions the idea of a progressive development towards a 
modern society and examines what happens when international education principles 
characterized by neo-liberalism, innovation and critical thinking are being implemented in the 
Zambian society.  Taking use of Carol Bacchi’s ‘Policy as Discourse’, the project examines the 
agents involved in the process of making education polices, both the principles on Education for 
All from 1990, and two Zambian education polices from 1996 and 2005. The project concludes that 
from 1996 to 2005 Zambian education policies follow to a greater extent international agreed 
principles that cause challenges in the local society, and that it can be difficult to become a 
Zambian modern society when many stakeholders have different agendas. 
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1.0 Introduction 
Today being a student in Denmark is somehow frightening. Words like financial crisis and 
unemployment are used regularly in talks about future plans and dreams. At the same time, we 
still have the belief in education as the best way for us to a good job, a prosperous future and a 
modern life.  
It is interesting that despite the frightening future, we still trust in the normative promising 
outcome of the educational system, a system that has been implemented all around the world in 
an attempt to reach that modern status, we all strive towards. 
The educational system has gained a global status of truth in such a way that the idea of reaching 
some sort of modern status without being taken through an educational system is almost 
unthinkable. At the same time the status we strive towards might be defined through and by our 
participation in the very same educational system. The idea about education, which has been 
accepted globally through agreements on for example Education for All, might determine this 
perception of modernity and modern life which sets our development goals personally, nationally 
and globally.  
 
If we look at Zambia, a country in Southern Africa with approximately 12 million inhabitants, over 
half its population lives below the poverty line. One might think that with such a high rate of 
poverty, people must especially focus on getting through the education system in order to reach 
better living standards –and a modern life. On the other hand, this belief might be changed when 
you look at other factors. Despite an enrolment ratio of nearly 100 % in Primary School, it is only 
51 per cent of those enrolled students who complete grade 9, and only 22 per cent who finish high 
school level (Zambia’s National Implementation Framework for the Education sector, 2012-2016, 
p.12, p.22,). At the same time, several scholars are criticizing the idea of education for following 
certain global neoliberal ideologies of society, development and modernity, which does not fit 
with the modernization process that many countries might need or believe in locally. Especially 
Zambia has been highlighted as a country where people have doubted the traditional Western 
idea of modernization, modern life and modern society. Where Zambia 30 years ago was a 
prosperous developing country, which followed all the steps in a linear progressive model of 
development, they soon found themselves as one of the least developed countries in the world. 
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The oil crisis in the 1970s, a steady population growth and a high inflation rate were arguments for 
this economic decline in Zambia. But all the same, the decline had for many Zambians taken away 
the belief in the promoted Western linear model of development and modernity (Ferguson, 1999, 
p.3-7). 
Today Zambia has just been ranked as a lower-middle-income country by the World Bank (2011) 
showing an increasing economic wealth and yet another development in the ‘right’ direction 
towards better living standards and this so called modernity. But how do these changes in the 
world and in the Zambian economy impact the belief in modernity, in Zambians perception of a 
modern life and of the role education can play in reaching this? We are curious to discover what 
discourses or ideas of modernity and education we can see in both international and Zambian 
policies on education. Through that we can find out if it is problematic or have any significance on 
the perceptions on modernity in the Zambian society that they constantly are reminded about 
their problems and lack of modernity. We therefore want to discuss the following: 
Research Question 
What happens when international agreements on education are included in the Zambian 
education system and how does this affect the perceptions of modernity in the Zambian 
society?  
 
To answer this question, we will first of all need to get an overview over different ideas about 
modernity and development which have been influencing in the world, as well as we need to 
understand the critiques of the contemporary views upon modernization, globalization and 
development. With an understanding of former perceptions of modernity and contemporary 
critiques, we can thereby look into International Policies, the Zambia’s education sector as well as 
Zambian people’s perceptions. With this, we can discuss how the international understandings of 
modernity affect perceptions, people and education in Zambia. 
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1.1 Theory of Science  
Throughout this research project, we are questioning the understanding of modernity. Our main 
source of theory, Professor James Ferguson, is questioning the modern idea of a progressive 
development towards modernity or a modern life, especially in the case of Zambia. He is therefore 
also the guiding factor for our scientific standpoint.  A theory of science that specifically questions 
modernity is the postmodern thought. According to Agnes Heller, a postmodern philosopher, 
postmodernity is not something outside or past modernity but rather a self-reflective version of 
modernity. As she says; “Postmodernity is not a stage that comes after modernity, it is not the 
retrieval of modernity – it is modern. More precisely, the postmodern perspective could perhaps 
best be described as the self-reflective consciousness of modernity itself” (Heller, 1999, p.4). 
Thereby the postmodern are moderns that look critically upon themselves. Heller explains how 
moderns believe that they have true answers to questions of past and future. As she says; only 
moderns can truly answer questions of where we come from and where we are going, as well as 
the moderns are the first in history who know what the future will bring. They can plan it and 
prepare for it and science is the key to all this. “Science is a modern invention” and “science 
guarantees not only an insight into the future, but also the constant improvement of everything, 
such as technology, the economy, art, well-being, and the like” (Heller, 1999, p.5). In that sense, 
modernity is about believing in a constant progression in history towards something better with 
the use of science. The postmodern thought, however, will instead question this idea of history 
and claims that “Every historical event is unique and contingent” (Heller, 1999, p.6). Whereas the 
modern person is standing on a railway station, ready to jump on the fast train towards a better 
world, the postmodern perspective is about the life at the railway station. “They do not wait for 
the fast trains so that they should be rushed to their final destination (…) they accept the 
‘provisory state,’ the here and now, as the final stage -for them” (Heller, 1999, p.9-10). If we want 
to position ourselves as postmodern, we thus need to stay in the present and look at the here and 
now. We can look at the people at the railway station, their present, and question what train they 
believe will take them to their destination. By that, we cannot predict what direction is the right 
direction, but we can try to understand what different perspectives there are upon the form of 
transport, upon their final destination and thereby the modern life. 
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1.2 Methodological Approach 
Our aim is to explore the different perceptions on modernity that can be found in the Education 
for All Declaration (UNESCO, 1990), the Zambian National Policy on Education called Educating our 
Future (1996) and the Zambian strategy for implementing the Education for All, called Educating 
the Nation (2005). In doing so, we take our scientific point of departure in Professor James 
Ferguson’s ideas on and critiques of modernity, and in Fazal Rizvi’s critiques of the education 
system in a modern global society. We take use of a postmodern approach in order to find out 
how discourses of modernity are being portrayed in the mentioned policies. We furthermore 
analyze on the policies by taking point of departure in Carol Bacchi’s ‘Policy as Discourse’ to 
outline the various views on being modern. Because policies, according to Bacchi, have the 
purpose to influence the so called evolution of ongoing practices, we take use of this approach to 
find out how modernity is perceived and constituted. Finally, we have carried out interviews with 
two Zambian high school students, four medical students and a lecturer at the School of 
Education, University of Zambia. These interviews are used to illustrate the found perceptions 
through people that are influenced by the education system.  
1.3 Delimination 
When answering our research question, we necessarily have to focus our analysis on certain 
theoretical standpoints and a certain empirical field. 
Despite the huge amount of theories about modernity, we choose to use Ferguson as our primary 
source, since we were interested in his connections to Zambia. Secondly, to get an overview of 
different historical positions on modernity we used Samuel E. Eisenstadt, since he also looks at 
modernity in an anthropological/developmental field. Finally, we decided to use Fazal Rizvi’s ideas 
on education, globalization and neo-liberalism in order to connect our theory on modernity to the 
field of education. 
After having interviewed several stakeholders and read several policies in education, we 
furthermore delineated the field. Looking at a draft of the most contemporary education strategy 
in Zambia; The Third National Implementation Framework (NIF III) on Education 2012-2016, we 
saw that this framework was based on 3 political papers: The Zambian Sixth National Development 
Plan (SNDP) 2011-2015, The National Policy on Education; Educating our Future from 1996 and on 
the World Declaration on Education for All (EFA). 
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In our research question, we talk about international agreements. Taking point of departure in the 
NIF III (2012-2016) we have therefore decided to confine our analysis of international agreements 
to be the World Declaration on EFA. In order to analyze the influence these agreements might 
have on the Zambian education system and thereby Zambian perceptions of modernity, we have 
chosen to focus our analysis on the National Policy on Education from 1996 together with a policy 
on the implementation of EFA in Zambia from 2005. 
We have decided not to use the interviews as directly empirical material, but rather to use them 
as examples on findings from the policies. We thereby do not consider the methodological 
dilemmas that might occur in an interview setting. 
When looking into the history of the Zambian education system, it has been difficult to find any 
detailed work in the area. We have therefore instead been compelled to write the historical part 
based upon several different sources with different approaches. Being postmodern, we have 
decided to embrace the critiques and portray these in the historical chapter. 
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2.0 Modernity 
To be modern or live in a modern society is something we could easily talk about with friends in an 
informal setting. We could easily discuss whether we find country x more developed than country 
y, or we could straightforwardly discuss the qualities of a modern life and what we strive towards 
in our own life. But to define modernity or explain academically what country x has that makes it 
more modern than country y is a more complex task.  
To understand contemporary discussions and understandings of modernity, it can be fruitful to 
look into different definitions since colonial times.  
2.1 Temporalized Evolutionary Progression towards Western Modernity. 
According to Professor of Cultural and Social anthropology at Stanford University; James Ferguson 
(2006), the understanding of development in Europe prior to the de-colonization era was based on 
a hierarchy determined by God. This hierarchy was characterized by being timeless and 
immutable, and separating people according to their distance to God. With the enlightenment 
thought and Darwinist ideas gaining greater influence, the understanding, however, changed into 
what Ferguson calls a “temporalized evolutionary progression” (Ferguson, 2006, p.182). 
Sociologist at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem Mr. S.N. Eisenstadt explains in his book ‘Patterns 
of Modernities’ (1987) how the idea on modernity in the 19th century mainly was defined by what 
he calls “the evolutionists.”  Throughout the century there was a strong emphasis on the 
uniqueness of the Western modern society as the so called “apogee of human evolutionary 
potentials of humanity” (Eisenstadt, 1987, p.2). With this thought, it was believed that the state of 
being ‘modern’ was the peak of evolution and that every other society was supposed to develop 
towards this peak point. Simultaneously, many sociologists tried to define what characteristics 
such a modern society had. Max Weber (1864-1920), who is known for defining the characteristics 
of modern society in the 19th century, claimed that capitalism was an important characteristic, but 
it was especially the rationalization in Western societies that made them specifically ‘modern’. The 
idea was that with modernity social life was being less determined by morality, emotion and 
tradition than of bureaucracy, efficiency and rational calculation. This character was thereby 
closely related to the characters of technology, science and secularism in modern society. Weber 
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emphasized the ‘disenchantment’ of the world, meaning that the belief in mystics and religion was 
devaluated in the favour of science (Eisenstadt, 1987, p.2).  
According to James Ferguson (2006), these views on modernization in the 19th century can be 
divided into two categories. One category concerns the evolution, progression and development 
from pre-modern to modern status, and the other category is the actual categories which such a 
modern status entails. The categories can therefore, according to Ferguson, be explained by a 
rather simple diagram: 
 
 
Figure 1; diagram of the idea of modernity in the 19th century (Ferguson, 2006, p.178) 
 
The diagram is composed of two dimensions; the two axes labelled time and status. What this 
diagram implies is a narrative of a transformation of “global ‘spatialized’ hierarchy into a 
‘temporalized’ historical sequence” (Ferguson, 2006, p. 171). When discussing the world’s poor 
countries and their place-in-world, they should in the 19th centuries not be considered as at the 
bottom of the hierarchy anymore, just simply placed at the beginning.  With this understanding of 
modernization, the new “emerging” nations received, along with their independence, the promise 
of one day reaching the same level as the modern and developed countries. It was just a matter of 
patience (Ferguson, 2006, p. 182). 
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However, by the end of the 19th century, many sociologists started to recognize variability in the 
world. Eisenstadt explains how a reformulation of the idea of modernity appeared.  It was no 
longer perceived as the end of evolution anymore but rather simply originating from Europe and 
then expanded into various societies in the world (Eisenstadt, 1987, p.5). This new perspective of 
the ‘contemporary’ world in the 1980s was also Eisenstadts own perspective. It had three main 
components: Firstly there was recognition of the uniqueness of modernity and especially 
economic modernity. Secondly there was a greater recognition in the variability in the world and 
that there would be many different responses to modernity in forms of symbolism, institutions 
etc. Finally there was recognition of the many new forms of modernity that might develop out of 
the incorporation of the modern civilization into a different setting (Eisenstadt, 1987, p.5). 
2.2 Modernity as Western Imperialism 
Francois Bourricaud describes in Eisenstadt (1987) how the Western modern society was being 
portrayed as an applicable, universal model and furthermore the reactions to this model in the 
non-western world (p.12). Even though the Western model of modernity was recognized as the 
inventor of the state, rule of law, democracy and capitalism, many traditionalists, socialists and 
non-western people were in general sceptic and saw these attempts to apply specific 
characteristics on other societies as “a form of concealed Western Imperialism” (Eisenstadt, 1987, 
p.13). Thereby the so-called westernization of other societies was resulting in both admiration and 
hatred of the Western world.  
2.3 Multiple Modernities and Globalization 
The greater recognition of variability in cultures, histories and traditions, along with the critics 
against modernity as a homogenizing universal model, broke with the before-mentioned classic 
approaches. The critics became a stepping-stone for the idea that within different societies 
different modernities could develop related to culture, tradition and history (Eisenstadt, 1987, p.6-
7). The idea of multiple modernities thus suggested separating certain ‘Western’ characteristics 
from characteristics of modernity in order to give room for an understanding of different modern 
institutions, value-systems and socio-political orders (Sachsenmaier in Eisenstadt, 2001, p. 43). 
Thereby the new concept of multiple modernities solved the problem of the ‘concealed 
imperialism’ and left only the modernity that non-westerners admired.  
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Moreover, a new concept came up; globalization. With globalization came an idea of something 
‘global’ connecting all individuals together. The interesting part was here that again the discussion 
regarded whether the world is homogenizing via global flows that connect people across the 
globe1 or whether the world still develops in different directions, creating different 
understandings of modernity, despite the technology that made global communication easier 
(Sachsenmaier in Eisenstadt, 2001, p. 43). 
                                                          
1 See for example: Arjun Appadurai (1996) Modernity at Large 
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3.0 Critics of the New Understandings of Modernity 
Despite the criticism of the classic Western modernity, the classic idea still carries great influence 
on the contemporary discourses on modernity and development. Contemporary critiques of the 
developmentalist models (see figure 1) even claim that the world has reached a ‘post-
development’ era as well as a ‘post-modern’ where the ideas of progression, homogenization and 
westernization are deconstructed (Ferguson, 2006, p. 182).  
But Ferguson does not agree with the ‘post’–scholars. He claims that developmentalist models 
today are still highly used and believed in. To explain his point, he suggests breaking down this 
‘post-development’-understanding in order to understand which elements of the development-
model are still present. Furthermore he wants to explore the possible consequences of such 
perceptions. When decomposing the diagram (figure 1), Ferguson points out that we are left with 
two elements. The first element is the horizontal axis of the diagram which is, when left alone, 
now simply understood as history. “With the time axis now unhinged from questions of status, 
history is not a teleological unfolding or a gradual rise through a hierarchical progression but 
simply a movement through time” (Ferguson, 2006, p. 188). In other words, when we previously 
saw the time-axis as a passage through various stages of development, it is now seen as just a 
move through time without “modernity” as its final destination. “Modernity” is thus, in the new 
conception, negotiated in different ways as different societies share the modern world.  
In the second axis of the diagram, Ferguson points to “hierarchy” and explains “with the idea of 
temporal sequence removed, location in the hierarchy no longer indexes a ‘stage of 
advancement’” (Ferguson, 2006, p.188). Instead of progress, the second axe now simply marks a 
rank in global political economic order, and as those ranks has lost its relation to developmental 
time they become “not stages to be passed through but non-serialized statuses that are separated 
from each other by exclusionary walls, not developmental stairways” (Ferguson, 2006, p.189). The 
developing countries can no longer rely on the beforehand promise of “Wait, it will be your turn” 
as it seems that conditioned have changed. The global hierarchy has been de-developmentalized 
and appears static. Here, Ferguson suggests, the key questions are about edges, walls, and borders 
rather than development and sequence. 
In relation to this, Ferguson now draws attention to “global status”. He points out that the first 
axis of history is what several anthropologists consider as “multiple modernities” with the “terrain 
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of hybrids and bricolage, of creative invention and emergent new possibilities” (Ferguson, 2006, 
p.189). And this far, Ferguson agrees. This axis shows modernity understood as plural. However, 
he criticises anthropologists for analysing the first disproportionately compared to the second axis. 
This axis shows a different modernity that is, “no longer promised as final destination, it has come 
to be simply a status – a standard of living to which some have rights by birth and from which 
others are simply, but unequivocally, excluded” (Ferguson, 2006, p. 189). When having 
decomposed the second axis, what appear are relatively fixed global statuses and a 
“detemporalized world socioeconomic hierarchy” (Ferguson, 2006, p.192). Modernity in this view 
relates to material goods and capital – nothing else – and relates in no way to “development” and 
“progression” nor culture or discourse (Ferguson, 2006, p.192). 
3.1 Modernity, Educational Policies and Power.  
What Ferguson criticises, is the idea of access to a global society. Instead of being situated in 
different places on a time-axis, we are now all members of a global society where status is no 
longer something you develop into. Instead it is something one can reach by being a part of the 
global society. This, he says, hides the social inequalities in the world, and creates an illusion of a 
world where all have access to the same global things and are free to choose the global ideas of 
modernity which they can connect to locally (Ferguson, 2006, p.192). 
Educational sociologist Fazal Rizvi (2006) also describes how ideas on education and development 
have changed. The ideas or the so called social imaginaries that connects people with the same 
idea or belief have broadened and are no longer authorized by a national state as it was believed 
earlier. Whereas scholars like Benedict Anderson (1991) have talked about a social imaginary 
inside the national state (the idea about imagined communities) scholars now started to talk 
about global social imaginaries or global flows of ideas and thoughts as for example Appadurai 
(1996). In that sense the ‘nation-building’ and development era was a belief in a political authority 
based on a Westaphalian understanding.  
That means that the social imaginaries on education and development were perceived as being 
created inside the national state. Now, with the globalization idea and the greater influence across 
national borders, a new discussion started. The question is if no longer nation states then who has 
influence on the different policies – especially educational policies – that is circulating globally but 
established locally? (Rizvi, 2006, p.199). 
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This change in policies from being authorized by a nation state to being globally influenced is 
analyzed in relation to non-western countries by Ferguson as a matter of structural adjustment 
from a strong state towards a strong civil society.  As previous mentioned, the Western model of 
modernity was in the 19th century recognized as the inventor of the state, rule of law, democracy 
and capitalism. When applied on non-western societies, it received scepticism as it was considered 
as “a form of concealed Western Imperialism.” Also African nations, among other colonized 
nations, were applied the Western model of a state; the “nation-building”.  
During the 1980’s a new view on the state occurred in Africa; the so-called “civil society” 
paradigm. This view recommended “the rollback of an overgrown and suffocating state and 
prefers the resurgence of ‘civil society’” (Ferguson, 2006, p.94). “Civil society” is in this view often 
referred to as grassroots and democratic local organizations. Nevertheless, they might not be as 
civil as they first appear. What Ferguson points out is that “civil society” is primarily made up by 
international organizations. “For, indeed, the local voluntary organizations in Africa, so beloved of 
civil-society theorists, very often, on inspection, turn out to be integrally linked with national- and 
transnational-level entities” (Ferguson, 2006, p.101). What is highlighted here is that it is 
important to consider the role of the Non-Governmental Organizations. They might not be so Non-
governmental after all, but instead hiding under a label “civil society” and hereby “serve to help 
legitimate a profoundly antidemocratic transnational politics”. It is not useful to talk about state-
versus-civil-society or to talk about labels such as “local”, “national” or “international” 
phenomena. Instead “each of these examples, like much else of interest in contemporary Africa, 
both embodies a significant local dynamic and is indisputably a product of, and expression of, 
powerful forces, national and global” (Ferguson, 2006, p.99).  
3.2 A Hegemonic Neoliberal Idea of Modernity and Education 
It is possible to compare this critique by Ferguson with the critique by Rizvi. If the civil society has 
a greater impact on the ideas of modernity and policies locally in non-western countries, then one 
might ask how they gain such influence and what discourses on especially education and 
modernity that are ruling.  
First of all, Rizvi criticizes, as Ferguson, the globalization idea for hiding the global inequalities in 
the world and creating an illusion about equal access to a global society. Secondly, he stresses that 
there is a specific hegemonic neoliberal idea that has great influence on locally created policies on 
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especially education despite the illusion of a free access to global flows of ideas. The neoliberal 
thought has such an influence on education that the education system around the world is now 
being perceived as a private good and the student as a consumer, having great consequences for 
the policies and priorities on education.  As he says; 
“The neo-liberal imaginary in education policy appears to have become 
globally convergent, showing an unmistakable trend towards an 
acceptance of similar set of policy solutions to educational problems by a 
wide variety of nation states that otherwise have very different social, 
historical and economic characteristics. This hegemonic trend represents an 
almost universal deepening of a shift from social democratic to neo-liberal 
orientations, manifested most clearly in privatization policies and a heavy 
reliance on the market to solve various crises facing the state” 
(Rizvi, 2006, p. 200) 
Now one might see the change to a focus on civil society as a positive thing, since globalization 
gives access to global flows of ideas, and since democracy therefore can cross borders. But this is 
exactly what both Rizvi and Ferguson claim is an illusion. Believing in the global flows of ideas 
hides the real power relations of the world. Rizvi mentions 4 reasons for why it is mainly a 
Western neoliberal idea on education that flows around the world.  
1) First of all, he argues that there might be a global circulation of ideas, but since 
they are discussed in forums (UNESCO, OECD etc.), where Western institutions 
and people have the highest status, it is primarily Western ideas that are being 
accepted. 
2) Second, there are certain conventions in the world that are controlling how to 
handle different institutions in societies in the world (i.e. the Millennium 
Goals). However, such conventions are mainly neoliberal and decided upon by 
Western powerful institutions (such as OECD and the World Bank). 
3) Thirdly, there are the specific strategies and structural adjustment that poor 
countries have to follow in order to borrow money in for example the World 
Bank. These adjustments are primarily neoliberal and forces societies to 
privatize their educational systems in order to get access to funds. 
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4) Finally, the greater cooperation between countries is criticized by Rizvi for 
creating greater homogenization between the education systems in the world. 
Forcing less powerful countries to follow the powerful countries’ educational 
system in order to be able to cooperate and gain recognition. 
Comparing the critiques by Ferguson and Rizvi, there might therefore still be an influential linear 
progressive idea that is hegemonic in discourses of modernity and development. This idea of 
development might also be criticized for not having a variety of possible modernities as the end 
status, but rather have a neoliberal ideological modernity determined by International –mainly 
Western- institutions. Nonetheless, is applying neoliberal educational policies in developing 
countries a copy of a Western idea to fit into the global society or is it something the countries 
find useable for their own situation? This question among the other critiques of modernity and 
education, we will be discussing in relation to Zambian Educational Policies. However first, let us 
look at the history of Zambia and Zambian educational system. 
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4.0 Zambia 
When discussing modernization, globalization, and new forms of worldwide interconnectedness, it 
is worth mentioning where Zambia fits into all of this. Especially Zambia has experienced being a 
modern “emerging” nation with recognition from the world society, as well as experienced how all 
this disappeared in an instance. The education system in Zambia has consequently been changing 
in accordance to those structures in society. 
In 1941, Godfrey Wilson2 published his “Essay on the Economics of Detribalization in Northern 
Rhodesia” where he considered that “the Africans of Northern Rhodesia had just entered into an 
economically and culturally connected ‘world society’, a ‘huge world-wide community’ within 
which they would soon find a place for themselves as more than peasants and unskilled workers” 
(Ferguson, 1999, p. 234). In the mid-1960s, Africa was “emerging” and Zambia, previously known 
as Northern Rhodesia, was emerging faster than any other African nation. The large-scale copper 
mining in the late 1920s had led to a boom of industrial development that had completely 
transformed the country. From being an entirely rural agricultural territory, at the time of its 
takeover by Cecil Rhodes3’s British South Africa Company in the 1890s, Zambia had by 1969 
arrived at an urban population of over 1 million with total waged employment of over 750,000, 
and a vibrant industrial economy “that made Zambia one the richest and most promising of the 
new African states.” From here, it seemed as if the modernity theories were in fact useful. From 
early on, observers were amazed by the rapidity and scale of the social transformation that had 
taken place in Zambia (Ferguson, 1999, p. 2).   
Moreover, Wilson wrote about the “natives” in Northern Rhodesia: “the ‘civilized’ clothing and 
manners to which so many urban Africans attached such importance amounted to a claim to full 
membership in that worldwide community” (Ferguson, 1999, p. 234). However such claim to full 
membership in the new world society was refused in a racist colonial society. It was the white 
first-class citizens who held the privileges of such membership. Although, that was about to 
change. Nationalism promised that, by overturning the colonial system, the insulting idea that 
Zambians should be second-class citizens in their own country would be banished forever. The 
promise seemed almost fulfilled in the early years of Zambia’s independence in 1964. The colour 
                                                          
2 British anthropologist (1908-1944) 
3  Cecil John Rhodes (1853-1902): English-born South African businessman and founder of Rhodesia. 
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bar, the bar that divided citizens according to their colour, dropped as “educated black Zambians 
took unprecedented positions of power and responsibility; a booming economy and strong labour 
unions meanwhile helped the even ordinary workers to enjoy a new level of comfort and 
prosperity” (Ferguson, 1999, p. 234). It seemed destined that Zambia would become a member of 
the “first-class”-world as an emerging new nation with the rising standard of living, bustling urban 
centres, such symbols of modern status as “suits made in London and a national airline”. However, 
the faltering of the industrial revolution changed all that (Ferguson, 1999, p.234-235).  
Somewhere along the way, the “African industrial revolution” slipped off the track. According to 
the World Bank, per capita income in Zambia fell by more than 50 percent from 1974 to 1994. 
GNP per capita shrunk by an average of 3.1 percent per year from 1980 to 1993, by which time the 
figure amounted to only $380, leaving Zambia near the bottom of the World Bank’s hierarchy of 
“developing” nations (Ferguson, 1999, p.6). According to Ferguson, many causes can be cited for 
this precipitous decline. The most important one is the simplest one: “a steady decline in the 
buying power of Zambia’s copper on the world market” (Ferguson, 1999, p.6-7). Copper was the 
overall dominant feature of the export-dependent Zambian economy and historically accounted 
for approximately 90 % of its export. With the oil-shock in the mid-1970s, the terms of trade for 
copper exports declined remarkably. Equally important was the burden of external debt which 
continued to grow as the economy contracted with disastrous results, and this left the country 
“little choice but to yield to the demands made by the lenders (via the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and World Bank) for measures of ‘structural adjustment’” (Ferguson, 1999, p.8). At this 
point, as mentioned in the theory chapter, a turn into neo-liberalism via “structural adjustment” 
was visible in the case of Zambia. The imposed policies of structural adjustment deliberately aimed 
to reduce urban living standards in the belief that “high” urban wages and food subsidies had 
produced an “urban bias” that had distorted the economy. With the decline in the mining 
economy and IMF’s measures to reduce urban consumption, the lives of the Copperbelt’s 
inhabitants have been “adjusted” to the point where hunger and malnutrition was commonplace 
(Ferguson, 1999, p.6-9). As pointed out in the theory chapter, Ferguson criticizes the linear 
modernity axis for its narrative of the global spatialized hierarchy into a temporalized historical 
sequence. It appears here that this is also the case for Zambia. Ferguson points out that talking 
about a linear development can hardly be applied in the case of Zambia. Contrary, they seem 
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strangely reversed: “Industrialization has been replaced by ‘de-industrialization’”. Historical 
sequence did not move Zambia higher in world hierarchy (Ferguson, 1999, p.12). History rather 
told the Zambians that the linear model did not quite fulfil its promise – as a process of moving 
forward. On the contrary, it showed a process that pushed them out of the place-in-the-world that 
they once occupied. The sense of humiliating expulsion that Ferguson found among the Zambian 
Copperbelt mineworkers, he terms “abjection” which refers to not only “a process of being thrown 
aside, expelled, or discarded” but also “debasement and humiliation”. This, Ferguson claims, had 
impact on the Zambian people’s modes of conduct and ways of understanding their lives “for the 
circumstances of economic decline have affected not only national income figures and infant 
mortality rates, but also urban cultural forms, modes of social interaction, configurations of 
identity and solidarity, and even the very meanings people are able to give to their own lives and 
fortunes” (Ferguson, 1999, p.236).  
4.1 The History of the Zambian Education System 
The education system has in many ways been interrelated with the Zambian societal situation. The 
first form of a formal education system came to Zambia with the missionaries and the British 
African Company in 1890. According to the education specialist Dan O’Brien, who have specialized 
in Zambian education system and policies, the education system introduced in Zambia, was not 
adapted to the Zambian needs: 
“The education system brought to Africa was one that had developed 
slowly in Europe, particularly in France, Britain, Belgium and Germany and 
through trial and error was suited to the economies and social aspirations 
of the people of those countries. When offered to Africa there was no room 
for trial and error or adaptation to the needs of the people” 
(O’Brien, 2005, p.483) 
Furthermore, according to a research report on Gender and Primary Schooling in Zambia 
(Kasonde-Ng’andu S., Chilala W.N. and Imutowana-Katukula N., 1999), the education system 
introduced was highly segregated in the sense that it was primarily meant for the white settlers, 
and the Africans were mostly given access to Primary Education while only limited access were 
given to Secondary or Tertiary level mainly for the reason of educating teachers for primary 
schools (Kasonde-Ng’andu S., Chilala W.N. and Imutowana-Katukula N., 1999, p.6). O’Brien 
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explains how it was mainly people chosen by missionaries to become teachers that benefitted 
from education (O’Brien, 2005 p.483). When these people now adapted to the settlers’ education 
system they simultaneously became more respected by the settlers given that they; “spoke the 
same language and espoused the same humanistic ideals” (O’Brien, 2005, p.483). These people 
were thereby also the people who attained important positions, and were part of the blooming 
nationalism in the country to become Zambia (O’Brien, 2005, p.483). 
 
At independence in October 1964, the colonial system was replaced by a socialist government, but 
education was still only reserved the few. Only around 100 Zambians had a University degree by 
the time of independence, and less than 1000 had finalized secondary school. As O’brien is quoted 
in Gaitian F. Lungus text from 1985; “Zambia had fewer skilled and educated citizens than virtually 
any other ex-colony” (Lungu, 1985, p.289). The post-independence government quickly changed 
several things in the education system. The Education Act from 1966 had the following main 
changes; 1) the introduction of free public school system leading to great expansion in the 
infrastructure 2) teaching language to be English from Grade 1 instead of being local languages up 
to Grade 5 and 3) to ‘nationalise’ all the private mission schools (Lungu, 1985, p.289). Despite the 
seemingly great changes, O’Brien criticizes the system for being controlled by the people who 
themselves were products of the old English school system and thereby were not interested in 
changes;  
“Convinced as a result of their own success in the system and the rewards 
that had brought them the Zambian educated would not allow any change. 
They were adamant that “education” was the Cambridge Certificate since it 
gave entrée not only to the Zambian University but to overseas ones as 
well” (O’Brien, 2005, p.483) 
The education system might have been given access to more Zambians as well as the socialist 
government has taken over the responsibility from the missionaries, but it still maintained the 
same structure and content as before independence. It did not, according to Lungu, transform to 
the Zambian needs, and the students were still in 1976 sending their exams to England to be 
marked (Lungu, 1985, p.290). A decade after the 1966 Education Act, only 10% of Primary School 
leavers attained a Secondary School certificate, and only 5 % of those entered University. 
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Furthermore, the country started to experience an economic decline mainly because of the falling 
copper prices. In order to solve the problems in the system and react on the societal problems, the 
government started a nationwide policy discussion on education based on the proposal; Education 
for Development 1976. This document was discussed throughout the country via various media. 
However, as Lungu and O’Brien argue, the main actors in the debate were the so called elites since 
they spoke English, and since the media rarely reached out to the rural areas (Lungu, 1985, p.291). 
The suggestions from the debate were collected and edited into a proposal for education called; 
Educational Reform: proposals and recommendations 1977. With inspirations from Cuba and 
China, the education debate had had many suggestions of radical changes. As an example the 
suggestion by the socialist government to “give a Marxist orientation to its politics, and introduce 
scientific socialism in all Zambian educational institutions” was purposed, but not accepted since 
the missionaries were loudly against it (Lungu, 1985, p.193). Thus, the education system was still 
not changed radically from the previous. Even though Zambia started the Zambian Examination 
Council, in order to take over the responsibility of correcting exam papers, it still issued certificates 
parallel with the University of Cambridge up to 1983 – and the education system aimed therefore 
still “at the production of academically competent pupils who could compete on the international 
scene” (O’Brien in Lungu, 1985, p.193). 
In the end of the 1970s, the expenditure on education decreased, and Zambia started to rely more 
on external aid due to the economic decline. At the same time, the enrolment rate in schools 
increased, the teachers’ salaries could not keep pace with inflation, and the learning materials 
became scarce resources (Kasonde-Ng’andu S., Chilala W.N. and Imutowana-Katukula N., 1999, 
p.6-7). As O’brien argues, Zambia had to follow the education ideas from the World Bank when 
lending money in the beginning of the 1980s: “As the IMF was controlling to a great extent how 
Zambia spent its money the World Bank in lending money for education also demanded that the 
system follow the commonly accepted wisdom of the day” (O’Brien, 2005, p.486). This meant to a 
great extend that focus were only aimed at Primary education leading to great delays of expansion 
of secondary and tertiary education (O’Brien, 2005, p.486). 
In 1990, UNESCO held the World Conference on Education for All (EFA) in Jomtien, Thailand. 150 
countries and several international organizations met to agree on education in the world. Shortly 
after, Zambia changed from the socialist regime to be a liberal democracy. In 1992, the policy 
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‘Focus on Learning’ was created and here the Zambian education goals became closely aligned 
with those articulated at Jomtien (Kasonde-Ng’andu S., Chilala W.N. and Imutowana-Katukula N., 
1999, p.6-7). From this, the ministry later published a National Policy on Education in 1996 named 
“Educating our Future”. The impact of economic stagnation and aid dependence on educational 
quality posed still great challenges, and in the beginning of the 21st century Zambia used 2.5 
percent of GDP on education which, compared to the average of 5.6 percent in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, was among the lowest in the world. In 2000, UNESCO held the second meeting on 
Education for All in Dakar, Senegal, and later on Zambia furthermore followed up with a Policy, 
directly discussing the progress on reaching the Education for All, called Educating the Nation, 
2005. 
In 2012 Zambia is still finalizing on the third National Implementation Framwork for Education 
(NIF III). This document is a 5 year strategy (2012-1016) on education based on the National Policy 
on Education (1996), the Sixth National Development Plan (SNDP) (2011-2015) and the World 
Declaration on Education for All (1990). 
 
Based on the History of Zambia, the educational history, the critiques of the education system as 
well as the presented thoughts on modernity and development, we want to look into the 
perceptions of modernity in the World Declaration on EFA and see how these are presented or 
criticized in the National Policy on Education from 1996 and the policy on reaching EFA, Educating 
the Nation, from 2005 respectively. 
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5.0 Analytical Framework 
Our analytical framework is inspired by Carol Bacchi’s article: “What is the problem represented to 
be?” We chose to see policy as a discourse, meaning; they are not descriptive of anything. Instead, 
they are “proposals about how we ought to proceed from here”(Bacchi, 2000, p. 45). The aim of 
applying Bacchi’s method is thus to emphasize the processes involved in the creation of the 
different policies (Bacchi, 2000, p.47). In this perspective we emphasize the problematization 
rather than the problem represented in a given policy. According to Bacchi, it is important to pay 
attention to the structures and power relations that are part of a process of constructing a policy. 
Furthermore, Bacchi stresses that discourse is not exclusively constituted from a policy maker. It is 
her point that the subjects involved all play a part in constituting a discourse, and this dual 
problem should be employed when analyzing a policy. With this in mind, we want to find out the 
problematizations behind the ‘problem’ in our policies, and what discourses are produced on an 
international and a Zambian level. “The premise behind a policy-as-a-discourse approach is that it 
is inappropriate to see governments as responding to ‘problems’ that exists ‘out there’ in the 
community. Rather ‘problems’ are ‘created’ or ‘given shape’ in the very proposals that are offered 
as response” (Bacchi, 2000, p.48). 
With this in mind, we wish to analyse what rationale regarding being modern can be found in the 
‘Education For All’-policy from 1990, the National Policy on Education from 1996 and the policy; 
‘Educating the Nation’ from 2005. In doing so, we wish to highlight the problems that are being 
presented in the policies and furthermore the solutions presented to these problems. We wish to 
end up with what the three policies describe as ‘being modern,’ and we furthermore wish to bring 
out the ideas from the international level that is being incorporated into the Zambian level. 
Moreover, we wish to find examples in the mentioned policies that show how the policies break 
with the international ideas of modernity, and instead construct their own discourse. These 
similarities and differences in perceptions of modernity will later be discussed in relation to 
Ferguson and Rizvi (see chapter 3.0). We illustrate our findings throughout the analysis with 
extracts of quotes from our interviews. 
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6.0 Analysis 
6.1 Education for All – Problems, Solutions and Modernity 
Following our analytical framework we will now look at the international education policy on 
Education for All. The World Conference on Education for All (EFA) was held on the 5th-9th March 
1990 by UNESCO in Jomtien, Thailand. 1,500 people participated in the conference, in which 155 
country representatives participated, 20 international bodies and 150 Non-governmental 
Organizations were represented. 
The Conference on Education for All resulted in two papers; the World Declaration on Education 
for All, and a Framework for Action. Whereas the World Declaration is signed and agreed upon by 
all participants, the Framework for Action is merely a guiding paper issued by UNESCO on how to 
reach the agreed upon goals. We will therefore examine the World Declaration on EFA. 
We see three different ways of expressing modernity in the World Declaration. 
1. First of all we see the vision on reaching Education for All. The idea of education expressed 
as the solution to a whole range of problems in the world. 
2. Second of all, most of the document is dealing with how to reach the goal of Education for 
All. Using Bacchi, the given solution on how to make an educational system must be 
solutions on different problematizations of other ways of doing or not doing education.  
3. Finally we also see several places where the outcome of the education system is 
expressed. This is telling us something about what kind of modernity they aim for and what 
they problematize as not being modern. 
6.1.1 The Idea of Education 
It is visible throughout the World Declaration on EFA that basic education is the tool to a better 
world. In the first part of the World Declaration the problems are presented: 
“[T]he world faces daunting problems, notably: mounting debt burdens, the 
threat of economic stagnation and decline, rapid population growth, 
widening economic disparities among and within nations, war, occupation, 
civil strife, violent crime, the preventable deaths of millions of children and 
widespread environmental degradation. These problems constrain efforts 
to meet basic learning needs, while the lack of basic education among a 
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significant proportion of the population prevents societies from addressing 
such problems with strength and purpose” (UNESCO, 1990, p.1) 
Most people will most definitely agree that “the deaths of millions of children” is a problem. 
However, the above-mentioned problems are represented as existing due to a lack of basic 
education system. The solution is thus to reach a society without these mentioned problems and 
in doing so basic education must be provided for all.  
A modern education system is therefore portrayed as a step towards a modern society and the 
solution to the problems: 
“…education can help ensure a safer, healthier, more prosperous and 
environmentally sound world, while simultaneously contributing to social, 
economic, and cultural progress, tolerance, and international cooperation” 
 (UNESCO, 1990, p.2) 
Again we see that the solution to the mentioned problems is education. At the same time we are 
presented an idea of the aspects of a modern society. Not only is the modern society portrayed as 
educated. In addition it is also safe, healthy, prosperous, environmentally sound and 
simultaneously developing progressively.  A modern society is hereby presented as constantly 
developing on an upward tour – not only economically, but also in both cultural and social life. In 
addition the modern society cooperates internationally and show tolerance towards others. This 
picture of modernity seems thus similar to the classic progressive linear model, as introduced to 
by Ferguson and Eisenstadt.  
6.1.2 How to do Education 
When looking at EFA’s discourses on how to reach education for all, we can analyse the means to 
become a modern society. 
“The provision of basic education for all depends on political commitment 
and political will backed by appropriate fiscal measures and reinforced by 
educational policy reforms and institutional strengthening. Suitable 
economic, trade, labour, employment and health policies will enhance 
learners’ incentives and contribution to societal change” 
(UNESCO, 1990, p.7) 
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After being introduced to the many problems that might occur with lack of education, we now see 
the solutions presented. In order to prevent the above-mentioned problems to happen, a modern 
society needs political commitment, strong institutions and appropriate financial structures. 
Thereby it is not adequate to provide education for all alone. In order to avoid the problems the 
whole package is needed – in order to be a modern bureaucratic society. However, following 
example shows that the international community also plays a part in reaching the EFA and 
avoiding the societal problems:  
“Meeting basic learning needs constitutes a common and universal human 
responsibility. It requires international solidarity and fair economic relations 
in order to redress existing economic disparities. All nations have valuable 
knowledge and experiences to share for designing effective educational 
policies and programmes” (UNESCO, 1990, p.8) 
By this quote, an additional solution is represented. The relationship between the less fortunate 
countries and the countries that are fortunate needs to be strengthened. In other words the 
developed countries and the developing countries must, according to EFA, have a strong and loyal 
relationship for the developing countries to experience “societal change”. In this sense it is not 
only the responsibility of the developing nation to avoid the presented problems, it is also the 
responsibility of the rest of the world.  
The represented ways to reach education for all can again be perceived, using Ferguson, as a 
traditional linear progressive perception of modernity. To avoid several severe problems in 
society, the modern society needs to follow certain ways of ruling, controlling finances and 
structuring society – this in order to develop, progress or rather experience societal change. 
However, it is also highlighted that all nations have valuable knowledge to share. In this case we 
see the paradox that EFA is showing recognition of different ways of doing education and being 
modern, an expression of the idea of ‘multiple modernities,’ but at the same time setting certain 
criteria for reaching EFA and thereby being modern. The paradox between multiple modern 
solutions and defined ways of being modern is also shown in the following example: “Primary 
education must be universal, ensure that the basic learning needs of all children are satisfied, and 
take into account the culture, needs, and opportunities of the community”. This example shows 
that it is important for EFA that the traditions and culture are respected and recognised, however, 
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at the same time the education must also be universal and ensure that specific basic needs are 
satisfied.  
To conclude on this, the EFA-policy is proposing that political commitment is needed in order to 
reach the mentioned modern and educated society. However the political commitment includes 
also the international society. The problematization, in Bacchi’s terms, is here the paradox 
between national political will and international political commitment and collaboration, because 
it is not presented in the EFA-declaration what the two solutions involve and how they are 
supposed to interact.  
6.1.3 The Outcome of Education 
The World Declaration on Education for All is aiming at “meeting basic learning needs” for all 
(UNESCO, 1990, p.3) and the outcome is especially interesting for us when analysing perceptions 
of modernity. 
Part of the problem presented here is lack of access: “More than one-third of the world’s adults 
have no access to the printed knowledge, new skills and technologies that could improve the 
quality of their lives and help them shape, and adapt to, social and cultural change” (UNESCO, 
1990, preamble). The acquired action represented to be the solution is first of all that education 
should make the individual be able to master “essential learning tools” such as “literacy, 
numeracy, oral expression and problem solving” (UNESCO, 1990, p.3). Mastering these essential 
tools is explained as a solution to the problem of illiteracy. Thereby EFA presents lack of ‘access’ to 
information and technology as the problem and suggest education as a solution. Thus in a modern 
society we should be able to communicate and access information across the world.  
With the education system, the learner should also “…be able to survive, to develop their full 
capacities, to live and work in dignity, to participate fully in development, to improve the quality of 
their lives, to make informed decisions, and to continue learning”. In addition the individual should 
think respectfully about its own heritage, be tolerant towards others, believe in human rights and 
work for international peace and justice (UNESCO, 1990, p.2). Finally the educations system shall 
also, according to EFA, enrich and transmit common cultural and moral values.  
Furthermore the modern society is portrayed as being intellectual and scientific: 
“Societies should also insure a strong intellectual and scientific environment 
for basic education. This implies improving higher education and developing 
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scientific research. Close contact with contemporary technological and 
scientific knowledge should be possible at every level of education”  
(UNESCO, 1990, p.8) 
The modern individual must participate in development, be able to count, read and write in a 
language that enables communication and access to information in the world as well as have 
specific common moral and cultural values. Furthermore while finding its identity in these 
common cultural and moral values; the modern society is also portrayed as having a strong 
intellectual, technological and scientific environment where there are great possibilities for 
communication and access to information across the world. Thus to avoid the represented 
problems, specific competences need to be in place. Using Bacchi’s problematization, one might 
ask, why literacy and education has become the solution to the problem of no access to 
information or how access has become the solution to the before mentioned problems of deaths 
of children? Furthermore what type of printed knowledge are we speaking of? It is proposed that 
there must be access to this knowledge, but in order to adapt to what societal change? We will 
return to this in the discussion section. With the use of Bacchi, the discourse of modernity in the 
policy on Education for All has come visible and problematized and it is now important to take a 
look on how the Zambian policies deal with this. 
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6.2 Zambian National Policy on Education, 1996 – Between EFA and Local Needs 
The Zambian National Policy on Education from 1996 was created 6 years after the World 
Conference on Education for All in Jomtien, 1990. For that reason one might think that the policy 
would refer to the EFA all through the document. This is however not the case. What strikes us, 
when reading the document, is that EFA is not mentioned before page 81 in the document. 
Nevertheless, the National Policy on Education (1996) is simultaneously articulating an 
understanding of modern education and modern society that have many the same expressions as 
the declaration on EFA. We can therefore question, using Bacchi’s optic, if this policy is constituted 
by the discourses in the World Declaration of EFA or if it can express diverse policies and create a 
different meaning to the EFA. 
 
One of the first things we are introduced to is a placement of Zambia as a liberal democracy. A 
liberal democracy based on the ideologies of autonomy, equality, fairness and liberty, where 
people participate fully and rationally. In this liberal democracy, education is a “productive 
investment” in society, which is crucial in order to be able to access and deal with the “strongly 
competitive climate of the modern world” (National Policy, 1996, p.2). In the declaration on EFA, 
education was portrayed as the solution to various problems in the world, and by investing in 
education the society would progress towards a prosperous, healthy and safe condition that 
would enable individuals to participate in the democracy and give access to international 
cooperation. But as Bacchi stresses, meanings are bound to historical conditions. This means that 
the perceptions of modernity in the Zambian National Policies also have formed according to 
history. Already by independence, the goal in Zambia was to secure basic education for all as well 
as the economic crisis, the structural adjustments and the change to a liberal democracy probably 
have affected the view upon modernity and modern education system. Thereby the World 
Declaration on EFA might not be as constituting as it appears.  
6.2.1 The Need for Competencies 
But it is not only the investment and result of education that the two documents agree on. The 
aimed output of the educated individual is also similar in both documents. We see in the 1996 
National Policy on Education that the government’s role in education not only is to protect and 
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promote the human right to education but also to develop certain types of human capital; “types 
of knowledge, skills, values and competencies that are necessary for economic development and 
social welfare” (National Policy, 1996, p.2). These key words for the output of education are 
mentioned several times throughout the policy and are elaborated in a list over competencies that 
a child should have attained on completion of Grade 9. Among the competencies aimed for, are: 
communication skills, numeracy skills, scientific, and technological knowledge as well as practical 
and entrepreneurial skills. The National Policy on Education from 1996 goes as far as saying; 
“Increasingly, the ability to think scientifically and to understand scientific processes is becoming a 
condition for survival” (National Policy 1996, p.35). Seeing these keywords in the light of our 
analysis of EFA, there are close similarities. Again we could question whether knowledge and skills 
is understood in the same way in the two policies or what these terms entail.  
Yet, the 1996 policy is also mentioning following competencies as important: knowledge and 
appreciation of Zambia’s traditions, achievements and democratic structure, understanding of 
spiritual, religious and moral values as well as competencies in creative arts, language and life-
skills. Now these mentioned competencies are still following the thought of the EFA where there is 
emphasis on the importance of the culture and common values of the country in which the 
individual is living. However, the competencies mentioned in the 1996 Zambian Policy is adding a 
focus on the spiritual values and spiritual needs of the individual, which is not in particular 
mentioned as important in the Declaration of EFA. In example they write that the curriculum of 
the lower and middle basic education must deal with the pupil’s complete needs and within these 
there are the “moral (values, attitudes) as well as spiritual needs (living in harmony with self, with 
others, with the supernatural)” (National Policy, 1996, p.2). Thereby the National Policy from 1996 
exceeds the vision of EFA on keeping peace, by including the harmony with the supernatural as an 
important part of education. 
In some way one might see a paradox between the wish for a rational, scientific and technological 
modern society against the spiritual values and supernatural component in education. If 
modernity should be seen in the light of Max Weber, as mentioned in our theory chapter, the 
rational and scientific aspects would be replacing the emotional and religious components in 
society. In that sense a society would not be able to entail tradition and religion but only be able 
to be a modern, scientific, technological, bureaucratic society. The National Policy on Education 
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from 1996 is superseding this paradox by saying that the ability to think scientifically is a condition 
for survival but the ability to live in harmony with the supernatural is also part of modern 
educational system –and thereby modern society. To illustrate this Betty says, when asked what 
can make her achieve her goals aside from education:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2.2 Problems with the Education System 
Another area where the National policy on Education from 1996 differentiates from the 
declaration on EFA, is the great focus on problems within the education system in the Zambian 
policy, showing a criticism towards the promise of education – especially when challenges in the 
education system have not been solved. Some of the problems mentioned are; 
- The majority of children in Zambia receive only basic education (p.14) 
- The focus on access to education creates a dilemma with over-crowded class rooms where the 
average class size is 42.7 in grade 8 and 47.2 in grade 9 (1994 numbers) and where there are not 
enough teachers in relation to the amount of pupils leading to extensive use of untrained teachers 
(p.15-16, 26) 
- “The standards are generally low” (p.14) School leavers lack knowledge, understanding and skills, 
they are not able to communicate intelligibly when they leave school, they have only memorized 
facts in order to pass exam and they lack fundamental skills in reading, writing and numeracy 
(p.27). Simultaneously the examination system focuses on factual information and not on critical 
thinking (p.26). 
- There are problems with double, triple or quadruple class sessions leading to reduction in learning 
time, there is bad physical infrastructure and there is a lack of learning materials (p.26-27).  
Christine says to illustrate this: 
 
 
Christine: “…I went to a mission school, like a catholic school, but even then there was just not 
enough teachers. Like you have one math teacher teaching all the secondary pupils. And even 
here at university we even don’t have enough lecturers and that’s one of the major problems we 
have...” (Tape 2, PART B, minute 01:40) 
 
Betty: “God, because some people are educated but they don’t have anything to 
do. But I believe in God, so some of them are just God’s blessings. But if you don’t 
open those keys for those blessings, you need to open them, so I guess education 
can play that part” (Tape 3, minute 9:30) 
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There are a few things to be aware of here. Using Bacchi, we can look at the problems represented 
and the suggested solutions and the anticipated reasons for the occurrence of the problems. One 
might ask why these problems occur; is it because of the lack of education? Is the existing system 
inadequate? Is it the whole system that is fallible? Is it perhaps the Zambian society that is 
inflexible? Understanding the problematization behind the mentioned problems, will at the same 
time give us an idea on how the National Policy makes the declaration on EFA its own and thereby 
defining a modern education system that fits in the Zambian local reality. 
6.2.3 Addressing Challenges in the Zambian Education System 
Suggesting a cause for the first represented problem; most children in Zambian complete only 
basic level of education, already shows a different understanding of modernity in the Zambian 
National Policy than in the World Declaration on EFA. Whereas the declaration on EFA focuses 
primarily on the access to information and to an intelligent, scientific world, the Zambian National 
Policy puts greater emphasize on the need for preparing the students to the “world of work” 
(National Policy, 1996, p.30 + 37). Thereby the 1996-policy presents the problem as the content of 
the education system. The policy agrees with EFA in writing that “the answer lies in ensuring that 
schools do better what they are supposed to be doing”. But then the policy differs in the sense 
that it reflects on the issue on “whether the curriculum and school teaching are geared towards 
preparing the majority for entry into life, or whether they concentrate excessively on preparing 
the few who will proceed to the next level of education” (National Policy, 1996, p.37). 
Nonetheless, it also seems like the Zambian National Policy follows the ideas from EFA when 
dealing with the high dropout-rate or rather low continuation rate. One of the issues they present 
as the cause for the low continuation and completion rate is “less commitment to education than 
in the past” (National Policy, 1996, p.17). The reason given for this lack of commitment is mainly 
poverty:  
“Many of the poor have little understanding of the extensive benefits of 
education, seeing it only as a route to wage employment. If there is little 
prospect of such employment, they may attach little value to school 
attendance, preferring to employ their children in the home, on the farm, in 
petty trading, or elsewhere” (National Policy, 1996, p.70) 
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Thereby the problem is placed at the people’s “little understanding of the extensive benefits” and 
not at the relevance of the school. It seems therefore like there is a dilemma in the policy between 
the problem being the school system and the problem being the society. 
Also the pupils experience a lack of commitment to education: When the pupils attend school they 
often experience a great change from what they have experienced at home. They are weakly 
prepared, they are lacking nutrition and they enter into a “seemingly artificial world” leading to 
poor performance. Thus, as the policy write; “Many are glad to escape chore and the seemingly 
irrelevance of school” (National Policy, 1996, p.70-71). Here, again, we see the school being 
phrased as something one cannot relate to, as it seems artificial to them. In our interview with 
Betty she describes the problem as such:  
 
 
 
Finally another reason for the lack of commitment to the school is explained as discourage among 
parents of the values in school: “in many parts of the country child-rearing practices promote 
possessiveness and passivity, but discourage qualities that the school system strives to develop 
such as child independence, self-assertion, questioning and inquiry” (National Policy, 1996, p.29).  
It is striking how the policy expresses a paradox between on one hand the implementation of an 
education system for all, as expressed in the declaration on EFA, and on the other hand, the 
culture, the traditional childrearing practices and the social conditions of the people who cannot 
relate to the education system, they are part of. Even though the declaration on EFA stresses the 
importance of traditions and communities, it seems that the suggested modern education system 
in the declaration of EFA cannot embrace these.  
6.2.4 Liberalization and Partnerships 
One of the paradoxes we experienced in the World declaration on EFA was the emphasis on the 
specific government’s responsibility over succeeding in reaching quality education for all in the 
particular country simultaneously with emphasizing the importance of international cooperation 
and partnerships. This paradox is also visible, however in a different way, in the Zambian National 
Policy on Education. The policy clearly stresses that; “Responsibility does not lie only with 
government” (National Policy, 1996, p.136). With that statement the Zambian ministry of 
Betty: “I have noticed that in many of the schools, students are just coming for the 
sake of coming to school. They don’t have dreams.” (Tape 3, minute 10:00) 
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Education differs remarkably from the former socialist state, to a more liberal decentralized state: 
“the Ministry will support participation in educational provision by non-governmental providers of 
education, including the private sector, recognizing that they participate by right and not by 
sufferance” (National Policy, 1996, p.22). This perception of partnerships is not completely similar 
to EFA. Whereas EFA gave responsibility to the local government, they also emphasized that the 
international community also had responsibility and an obligation to assist the less fortunate 
countries. The National Policy on Education in Zambia is ascribing even more responsibility to 
partners, being it the community, NGOs or the international society. As they say; “government 
budgetary allocations alone will not be sufficient for the universalisation of basic education or for 
ensuring its quality (…) Zambia also looks to the donor community continued and increased 
assistance to enable it to provide good quality lower, middle and upper basic education to all 
eligible children” (National Policy, 1996, p.22). Nevertheless, the policy is also concerned about 
the problems that increased assistance from donors and the international society might give them. 
“The increase has not been without its problems. One is the sheer scale of 
dealing with so many different donors, each with its own legitimate need 
for access to hardpressed administrators, its own data and information 
requirements, and its own monitoring and evaluation procedures. A further 
problem lies in generating a sense of Ministry ownership for projects and 
activities that may respond more strongly to donor perceptions than to 
perceived needs within the ministry. In the process, the local vision for 
educational development may give way to donor-driven initiatives” 
(National Policy on Education, 1996, p.169) 
With Bacchi in mind, we can see a small fracture from the Declaration of EFA that was portraying 
partnerships and international communication as some of the most important parts of modern 
society. Here the policy is stressing that the benefits from partnerships are welcome, but that the 
perceptions from donors can have a negative impact on ownership and on “the local vision for 
educational development”. One might see this fracture as another picture of the paradox between 
local needs and the acceptance in a world society and furthermore the role of NGOs, which we will 
return to in the discussion section.  
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6.3 Educating the Nation, 2005 - Implementing EFA in the Zambian Society 
From an emphasis on making the education system Zambia’s “own” project in 1996 what can be 
identified in the Educating the Nation (2005) seems to be nearly a full surrender to the Declaration 
on EFA. What we see on the headline of the document is “Strategic Framework For 
Implementation Of Education For All” and therefore the declaration on EFA is mentioned 
throughout the document contrary in the policy of 1996.   
In the National Policy on Education (1996) saw a policy that had intentions of establishing a liberal 
market economy in Zambia and who regarded education as “productive investment”. We now see 
a 2005-policy that places responsibility for the inability to obtain membership in the so-called 
“strongly competitive climate” in the world economy. Yet, in the foreword it is written that despite 
the great task of implementing the declaration on EFA “the country is determined to stay on track 
largely due to the overwhelming support accorded to EFA by both the Zambian people and the 
international community” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p. VII). In other words, there is apparently 
still a belief that the idea of liberation and privatisation (like in 1996) as a tool towards a modern 
society. The challenges in reaching EFA, however, have the overall domination in this document 
and it is interesting to see where responsibility is placed.  
6.3.1 Curriculum Quality 
Educating the Nation (2005) follow the 1996 Policy when aiming to produce a learner capable of:  
“being animated by a personally held set of civic, moral and spiritual values, 
developing an analytical, innovative, creative and constructive mind, 
appreciating the relationship between scientific thought, action and 
technology on the one hand, and sustenance of the quality of life on the 
other, demonstrating free expression of one’s own ideas and exercising 
tolerance for other people’s views, cherishing and safeguarding individual 
liberties and human rights” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p. 7) 
Thereby many the same competences are expressed in 2005 as in 1996 and in the Declaration on 
EFA. However, the 2005-policy discusses the idea of curriculum quality in relation to values, skills, 
attitudes and knowledge in a Zambian context along with the curriculum quality proposed in 
Education for All-policy and National Policy on Education from 1996. The 2005-policy states: 
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“Curriculum quality, in the context of this Framework refers to the knowledge, values/attitudes and 
skills types acquired” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p. 7). But whereas these keywords seems 
similar to the two former policies, the 2005-policy criticizes the hitherto view on education in 
these policies. The 2005-policy criticizes that when formulating a curriculum the declaration on 
EFA speaks of increasing or decreasing the number of subjects learned or of interchanging these or 
substituting them with others. The 2005-policy criticizes this view for being constructed in a way 
that does not suit into a Zambian context. Instead, the 2005-policy suggests “the starting point for 
curriculum re-conceptualisation should be the purpose of educating itself i.e. learning for what?, 
as opposed to the reason (s) for going to school and why learn?” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p.7). 
The question of the incentives behind education is proposed at this point. It is not merely enough 
to receive a degree, if the subjects learned in school, do not give the person an access to a job or a 
better life. Rather the curriculum should include subjects that give the students skills that provide 
some sort of ability to enter the labour market. Otherwise what one is left with is going to school 
simply because “knowledge is better than ignorance” (Ibid, p.7). In other words what is the point 
of learning Shakespeare in an African secondary school if African reality does not care about 
English literature? The foundation of the formulations of education curriculum should therefore, 
according to this policy, be re-considered.  
It is a similar issue as the one proposed in the National Policy on Education (1996), however here 
the concern is not as much the lack of commitment from the parents that is at stake; rather it is 
the mentioned “seemingly artificial world” that is once again portrayed. What the students are 
being taught have very little to do with reality. “The truth however is that, as we all know, there 
are forms of knowledge, skills and attitudes that one may acquire at great cost but which could 
only be nearly as good as ignorance itself!” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p.7). Thereby, obtaining 
an education or a degree can for many Zambians be at great cost for the student and his or her 
family and in the end, if what is being taught in school is irrelevant for the student, the then he or 
she could possibly have been better off without the education. It seems here that the problem 
represented is the missing link between schooling and society. This will follow in the next section.  
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6.3.2 Adding to the Declaration of EFA 
In their analysis of the purpose of education, the International Commission on Education for the 
21st Century (UNESCO, 1996) identified different pillars of learning, which are applied in the 2005 
policy. However a fifth pillar is added to the others, which is formulated as such: 
5. Learning to become or promoting the personality of human creativity.  
Adding this last pillar is chiefly interesting.  
“When schools or training institutions teach that learners, through 
participatory methodology, acquire the skills of decision-making and 
problem-solving, creative and critical thinking (as opposed to criticism), self-
awareness and empathy etc., the latter soon learn that the said skills are 
hardly welcome in their society” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p.8) 
One of the problems with the education system that was represented in the 1996-policy was that 
the students lacked the ability to critical thinking. The responsibility was initially placed in the 
hands of the education system and it was stated that there was a need for the critical thinking 
student. Since then critical thinking has been implemented in curriculum but it seems like critical 
thinking among the young students is not compatible with the older generation of the Zambian 
society. And one could imagine that that is why the fifth pillar needed to be manifested in the 
policy. According to the 2005-policy, the older generation in Zambia makes the important 
decisions in society and there is very little room for the individualistic, critical thinking young 
educated. This is worth paying attention to because the declaration on EFA promotes the 
‘traditions and common values of the country’ and the National Policy on Education (1996) 
emphasises that when formulating curriculum, attention must be paid to “knowledge and 
appreciation of Zambia’s traditions, achievements and democratic structure, understanding of 
spiritual, religious and moral values as well as competencies in creative arts, language and life-
skills”. However, it now seems here that the two sizes are conflicting. The policy on Educating the 
Nation (2005) interestingly does not yield for great changes in curriculum to fit with societal 
needs. Instead it is society that needs a fundamental change.  
6.3.3 Placing Responsibility within Society 
Additional factors are mentioned in relation to challenges, which the education system is facing in 
society: 
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 “When human beings act in the way they do, it is not because they possess 
the ‘schooled hands’ but because they hold on to a conceptual framework or 
a world view (also referred to as mentality or mindset) and embrace an 
attitude, values or ethics that commit the hands to the intended action” 
(Educating the Nation, 2005, p.8) 
What is highlighted is that if a society carries a certain mindset, the education system is facing 
overwhelming challenges in teaching new forms of knowledge. An example of this is combining 
the world of technology and science with magical powers:  
“…a teacher’s attempt to inculcate a culture of entrepreneurship through 
respect for scientific/technological attitude (...) may not easily change many 
a learner’s world view which has it that magical powers are largely 
responsible for any observable changes in one’s health and economic 
success” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p.8) 
The problem here is presented to be the society in which local mind-sets stand in the way for the 
scientific modern education system. Yet again the solution is for society to change. In this view 
there is, as we also saw it in 1996, a noticeable division between the Zambian society and the 
education system or in other words, between ‘educating for future education’ or ‘educating for 
the world of work’. 
To illustrate this understanding of the two apparently irreconcilable sizes between the highly 
educated and the practically educated is a statement from the interview with the lecturer at 
School of Education, University of Zambia:  
 
 
 
The lecturer has a solution to this problem that seems to be inspired by the 2005-policy. 
Lecturer: “if we want to change that status [Zambia’s income status] we need to change the 
outlook of the Zambian people, how they look at our culture, their mentality…” (Tape 1, minute 
44:00) 
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In addition to the foregoing it is also pointed out:  
“one would further note that, it will not be easy for a teacher to explain to 
the learners that employment is as much to mere survival as self 
employment, trade (offering the goods and services one sources, possesses 
or manufactures out of one’s savings) and investment are human 
development. This would be so because self-employment and trade are, 
among many a Zambian perceived as appropriate for the unfortunate jobless 
persons while investment is seen as an exclusive club for the rich non 
citizens” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p.8) 
The policy points out that the general view in Zambia regards entrepreneurship as the only way 
out of poverty for the poor man and not with innovative businessmen – therefore it is difficult to 
change the mindset of the people to think the opposite. To illustrate this Maria tells:  
 
 
 
 
The view that Maria expresses regarding role modelling is also highlighted as a problem in the 
policy “[I]n any case, basic education, like socialisation is still largely seen as a custodian of 
integration of the child into society rather than one of contributing to achieving positive change 
within society” (Educating the Nation, 2005, p.8). In other words, the before mentioned discussion 
on curriculum quality makes no significant difference if the society still considers the young 
students as projects that have to be integrated into society. The problem here is then not what 
one learns, because the student will still not be able to contribute his or her critical thinking to a 
change in society. The paradox that we mentioned regarding the relationship between the wish 
Lecturer: “The school is the most effective way that we can transform the population, because I 
believe that transforming them will help developing the country too. It’s not only about doing 
the roads or driving good cars but changing the people and how you are going to change the 
people, it is through the school system, that’s the only way they are going to have a new 
culture, a new personality, a collective personality” (Tape 1, minute 45:00) 
 
Maria: “When I was in grade 7 I had a friend, I don’t really know why she stopped, but then she 
just dropped out of school. Just like that. And now she more, like, she just stays at home, sells 
tomatoes and those things. And that’s not the kind of life I want so that’s why I work harder in 
school. To be someone and to inspire others” (Tape 4, minute 10:30) 
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for rational, scientific and technological modern society against the spiritual values and 
supernatural components seems incompatible in a modern society in the 2005-policy. It is an 
interesting point because during the interview Christine says following: 
 
 
 
It seems that Christine is also aware of the fact that education is a good thing, but she is of the 
opinion that there is more to life than education. One must have the chance to be both educated 
but also take use of what he or she wishes from his or her environment. 
The 2005-Policy has pointed out following solution, inspired by EFA, to facilitate this learning 
environment:  
“Promotion of an educational culture in which a creativity, critical analysis 
and discernment of truth from falsehood are an integral part of general 
knowledge, values and skills acquisition”  
and 
“Acceptance from the fact that, from an educational viewpoint the major 
cause of underdevelopment is failure to change one’s worldview, beliefs, 
thoughts, feelings and the manner of doing things – in spite of the new 
circumstances, knowledge and information placed at one’s disposal” 
(Educating the Nation, 2005, p.11) 
It is clear that the traditional mind-set is once again presented as the problem for Zambia. The 
solution is again a change of the mind-set and thereby Zambia could move out of poverty and 
underdevelopment and into a prosperous, modern society who has membership in world society.  
6.3.4 NGOs and other stakeholders 
Returning to the foreword of the Educating the Nation (2005), it is interesting that only a few lines 
are mentioned concerning the issue with the many stakeholders in Zambian education system: 
Christine: “I think most of us love our education. Okay, I am one of those people and I think we 
need that kind of thing where you take an education but you also need to let people develop into 
what they really, you know, into themselves, what they really want to be and really get strength 
to be who they really want to be” (Tape 2, PART B, minute 22.24) 
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“In addition to the line Ministries concerned with education are many other 
key stakeholders from the donor community, the civil society, notably NGOs, 
faith-based organisations and the private sector. Coordination of all these 
players poses some serious challenges especially in the areas of policy 
formulation and implementation, curriculum, standards and monitoring, 
information sharing and financing of education”  
(Educating the Nation, 2005, p.1) 
Considering the fact that the policy is 85 pages long and primarily addressing the challenges in 
implementing education in Zambia, it is strange they do not write more on the issue of 
partnerships. The issue regarding the stakeholder’s different agendas might not seem as a 
problem anymore – or there might not be as much space for criticism as in 1996? 
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7.0 Discussion 
We found in the EFA-policy several solutions to the devastating problems that occur in the world. 
These solutions implied basic educations for all. Looking at the devastating problems it should not 
be difficult to agree on international conventions that these problems should be solved. Of this 
reason it does not seem impossible to get 155 nations to sign the EFA-declaration. The difficult 
part arises when Education for All is to be implemented in the many various nations. At this point 
we find a tension field between on the one hand, international agreements and on the other hand 
implementations of these agreements on a national level. Making use of Bacchi we found the 
proposed rationales behind the different problems and solutions when presented in the different 
policies that provided us with their definition of modernity. We found that EFA shows signs of 
what Ferguson calls progressive linear development towards the modern society by suggesting 
several specific means to ‘get there’. These means implied first of all primary education for all. We 
were subsequently provided with several tools to implement the basic education. These included 
among many, political national will, international collaboration, entrepreneurship, science, 
technology, skills, knowledge, values etc., and in the end the educated individuals would be able 
to participate in development, be able to count and write in a language that enables 
communication and take part in a competitive, international society. The students must have 
common cultural and moral values and the modern society should have a strong intellectual, 
technological and scientific environment. Through the analysis we hereby found the EFA’s 
characterizations of modernity and how to get there.  
In the National Policy on Education from 1996 we found perceptions of different ways of being 
‘modern’. We found that the policy did not significantly relate to EFA as it hardly mentioned it 
through the 195 pages. However we did find similar key words mentioned as those suggested in 
EFA such as innovation, critical thinking, entrepreneurship, science, technology, numeracy and 
literacy and we furthermore found recognition of the world characterised by competition. As 
pointed out, the 1996-policy also recognises that education is an important societal investment in 
order to enter into this competitive world. Furthermore, we found that the Nation state has a 
significant role and responsibility in producing the educated generation, however, responsibility is 
also placed within the international society. It is acknowledged that the majority in Zambia cannot 
relate to the seemingly artificial and irrelevant world of education, and therefore there is focus on 
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connecting the education to a greater extent into the “world of work” as well as including aspects 
of spirituality. However, simultaneously, the parents and students should take part in the Zambian 
modern society, acknowledge the importance of education and work together with the scientific 
and technological elements that characterize their perception of modern education.  
In this sense we can see that the Zambian education policy (1996) constitutes its own discourse on 
modernity and education although at the same time being constituted by principles very similar to 
ones of EFA. There is apparently at this time in 1996 room for manoeuvre in defining a modern 
Zambian society and perhaps the actions of the 1996-policy illustrate the idea of modernity at the 
present time.  
Historically situated and according to Eisenstadt (2001) contemporary perceptions of modernity 
recognise both the uniqueness of western modern society and the responses upon this and 
thereby the multiple forms and perceptions of modernity. In other words the 1996 policy 
expresses quite incisive the idea of modernity that Eisenstadt presents. It appears that the policy 
describes a modern society as portrayed in the declaration on EFA, however there is, at this time 
still room to be different from the west. Ferguson however, as we have already pointed out, 
criticises profoundly this idea of multiple modernities.  His critique points are similar to those we 
encounter in the policy from 2005: 
In Educating the Nation (2005) we found that the policy applied many of the same principles as 
EFA. We found that combining the principles of EFA with the Zambian society is expressed as a 
rather difficult task. The recognition of different perceptions of modernity is thereby not as 
present as it was in the 1996 policy. Contrary to this, the 2005 policy criticized the society for 
being inflexible, not accepting and not incorporating the values of the modern educated 
individuals in the society. We are curious to why that is. Why is it expressed that the society needs 
to change in order to give space to the educated independent individual, and not that the 
education system needs changes in order to also embrace the values of the society?  
7.1 Reaching Global Status 
With the perspective of Ferguson and Rizvi we could explain this reaction with the changes in the 
so-called contemporary global era. When Ferguson deconstructed the classic linear progressive 
way of seeing modernity, he was left with two situations. One was the situation where the time-
axis was kept, but where there now was space for different perceptions of status and modernity – 
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the idea of multiple modernities. At this point there was still a belief in the development and 
progressiveness, but the end goal could be different from the classic Western modernity. This view 
is similar to what we have seen in the 1996 policy. The other way of deconstructing the 
coordination system, was to dismiss the time axis and only be left with the status. By taking this 
point of view, Ferguson argued that “the global hierarchy has been de-developmentalized, and 
appears static, and without promise of serialization” (Ferguson, 2006; 192). This implies that in the 
global era the status is now static and not something a country can develop into anymore. This 
view is also visible in Rizvi’s critique. For him, globalisation hides social inequalities by talking 
about a global society where ideas flow and everyone can get access. Perhaps we see in the 2005 
policy a way of believing in a global society, where people can get access if they have the right 
competences (such as entrepreneurship, independence, creativity, innovation) but where the 
society is seen as keeping people from obtaining this access. If access to global recognition is not 
obtained through development in time, like the mentioned linear progressive thought, but 
through having the right mind-set and competences, it is somehow understandable that the 
society thereby will have to change accordingly. This shows the cultural dimension of the 
perception of access to world society, however as we saw in Ferguson and Rizvi, this belief in 
access to a global society can hide the “real power relations in the world” (Rizvi, 2006, p.200). As 
we saw in the theory chapter, Rizvi argues that international institutions are forcing their ideas of 
neo-liberalism through by claiming that there is equal access and that everyone has something to 
say in the global society. If we return to the declaration on EFA, it was striking that despite having 
several precise descriptions on how to do education, and what output was wanted, they still 
claimed, “All nations have valuable knowledge and experiences to share” (World Declaration on 
EFA, 1990, p.8). Rizvi’s critique is that in international forums, conventions and institutions, there 
is a discourse on ‘access for everyone’, but that it is mainly the western powerful organisations 
that succeeds in fulfilling their agendas, and that those agendas are aiming at a neoliberal 
education system. Historically Rizvi might be right, as we see how Zambia became far more liberal 
and is changing from a public school system to be privatising more in both policies (1996 & 2005), 
as well as they experienced structural adjustments and changed to be a liberal democracy in the 
1980s-1990s.  Rizvi claims that such changes are happening because of the pressure from powerful 
institutions such as the World Bank, UNESCO and OECD and that countries like Zambia have to 
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make neoliberal changes towards privatisation and user payment, in order to be acknowledged 
and accepted in the ‘world society’ –in order to obtain global status. In that sense the perception 
of the modernity of today is still defined by mainly western powerful institutions, and there is no 
significant room for manoeuvre, as Eisenstadt would claim. The only room visible is an illusion 
made by neoliberal forces and the idea of equal access to global status. 
7.2 The Agenda of the NGO’s 
If we look at the World Declaration of EFA, we might be able to see the issues explained by Rizvi. 
Despite the quote that all nations have valuable knowledge to share, and despite having 155 
countries represented, one might see as mentions that western powerful institutions are in the 
majority and in control. First of all, the World Bank was one of the organizers behind the 
conference, having significant influence in the making. Secondly, there were 150 NGOs 
represented as well as 20 international bodies. Who they were and what amount of power they 
had, we don’t know. But as the majority of these organisations are based in the Western world, 
and therefore, as Ferguson stresses; “might not be as non-governmental after all” (Ferguson, 
2006, p.99). Instead they might actually be part of promoting western neoliberal ideas and “help 
legitimate a profoundly antidemocratic transnational politics” (ibid. p.99). 
Not only do Ferguson and Rizvi criticize the NGOs and the international institutions for promoting 
certain transnational neoliberal politics, Ferguson also questions if these will give the wanted 
outcome. The presented problems as we saw in the declaration on EFA were something along 
these lines; In order to avoid the deaths of millions of children among many other severe 
problems, people needed access to information and international communication, meaning; 
access to the world society. In order to reach this access, people needed to be literate and this 
required basic education for all. Now what Ferguson would say is that the global status is not 
accessible only through Education for All-principles. Global status is about “borders, walls and 
edges” not development, culture or discourse. Being permitted access to the world society is 
therefore a quite more difficult task than what the declaration on EFA expresses and entails much 
more actions and recognition from the powerful institutions in the world. Even though the two 
policies are willing to follow the declaration on EFA and even though we see that the policies 
articulate a need for the Zambian society to change, we also see critiques from both Zambian 
policies of the international organisations and donors in Zambia. First of all both policies give a 
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great amount of responsibility to international organisations, by privatising the education system 
and by expressing the importance of the international community to take responsibility for 
reaching EFA. Furthermore despite the great emphasis in the declaration on EFA on partnerships 
and international cooperation, there is nothing committed to paper on how to cooperate and 
what responsibilities this entails. We see in the Zambian policies that there is a minor fracture 
from the EFA on partnerships, when both policies utter a critique on how donors have their own 
agendas, which often have an effect on ministry ownership and local visions for development. 
In some way the Zambian critique of the international society is following the arguments from 
Ferguson. It seems like the Zambian Ministry of Education says; “if the international society wants 
us to follow international conventions, the international society needs to take responsibility as 
well. However when we plan our education system, we need to have ownership as well.” Thereby 
the policies express a dilemma with having to apply to certain international –perhaps Western 
neoliberal – ideas on education, where many international stakeholders and NGOs have their own 
transnational agenda, but at the same time the Zambian government is obliged to take full 
responsibility for the outcome. This critique is also found in Fergusons critique of the classic 
perception of the progressive linear development model. Ferguson criticises the Structural 
Adjustments programme, which Zambia needed to make in order to be able to lend money from 
the World Bank, for promising a modern society, which they never achieved. Contrary to the 
promise of a modern society, Zambia went from being a promising developing country to the 
lowest rank. However, since this upside-down development was not following the international 
theories on development, progression and modernity, the failure appears to be Zambia’s ability to 
develop, rather than a result of world politics. This could be considered together with Rizvi’s point: 
That there is a specific hegemonic neoliberal ideology that has great influence on locally created 
policies on especially education despite the illusion of a free access to a variety of global flows of 
ideologies. In that sense the mechanism of neo-liberalism creates an illusion of space for 
manoeuvre in policy planning, but it rather set structures that force the actors to act in a certain 
way and thereby also place the responsibility at the actors – the Zambian government. 
7.3 Elites in Zambian policy making 
When the Zambian government plan their education programme they too place a lot of the 
responsibility within the Zambian society. What is urged for, according to the policies, is a societal 
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change, -a change of mindset to embrace competences of the graduated individuals. When we 
find such great emphasis on the difficulties on implementing the Education for All principles it is 
worth paying attention to who has a say in formulating the policies. As we saw in the section on 
History of the Zambian Education System, Lungu and O’Brien criticized the Zambian policy making 
for being formulated in forums of small groups of elites rather than being a democratic process of 
the ‘masses’. As Dye and Zaigler express it in Lungu (1985);  
“Public policy does not reflect demands of masses but rather the prevailing 
values of the élite. Changes in public policy will be incremental rather than 
revolutionary. Active élites are subject to relatively little direct influence 
from apathetic masses. Elites influence masses more than masses influence 
élites” (p. 288) 
As we saw through O’Brien in the history chapter, the people responsible for the new independent 
Zambia were themselves the few Zambians who had obtained an education and who had been 
acknowledged by the British education system and thereby the international society. These people 
were the elite of Zambia and simultaneously the ones responsible for writing the Zambian 
Education Policies. Because they had experienced this acknowledgement they therefore did not 
see any need for huge changes in the already existing educational system. This critique could be 
seen visible in the analysis of the Zambian policies. The two policies from 1996 and 2005 are both 
aware of the challenges for the society to see the relevance and benefits of the education system. 
It therefore seems like the people who creates the policies acknowledge that most of the 
Zambians – ‘the masses’ – cannot relate to the existing education system. However, instead of 
being significantly influenced by this awareness, the policies express a need for the society to 
change and for the Zambian people to understand the benefits. In that sense Lungu and O’Brien 
might be right, when criticizing an elite for influencing the masses instead of being influenced by 
the masses. Our question is then; what is Zambian modernity? If the writers and planners of 
education policies are a small élite who is representing the Zambian society, but rather working 
against the so called ‘masses’, then their perception of modernity might be more Western, 
international or neoliberal than the rest of the society. When Bacchi talks of agents who are 
changing a policy to be meaningful for them, it might not be that visible in the Zambian policies, 
since these are made by an élite who is fond of a Western perception of modernity. It appears that 
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the change and adaption from the modernity of EFA occurs more on the implemental level than in 
the policies. It appears as if it is the local politicians, the school heads, the teachers and the 
students who act on the international perceptions of modernity and in that sense makes it 
meaningful on a practical level in the learning situation.  
Nevertheless, if we should take point of departure in the claims by Lungu and O’Brien then the 
élites are influencing the ‘masses’ to a greater extent than the other way around and this implies 
that despite them being a minority group in the Zambian society, they have a lot to say about the 
future and the kind of educated society that Zambia aims for. According to Rizvi, though, these 
views by the policy makers in Zambia are highly influenced by powerful international neoliberal 
ideas on education, that the Zambian government is forced to implement in their society in order 
to be accepted in the world society. The question we might ask here is whether Rizvi is right in 
this, or whether Lungu and O’Brien are right when they say that the policymakers not necessarily 
are forced into specific western ideas on modernity. Rather the policymakers are following the 
system, they themselves benefitted from since it gave them prosperity to be acknowledged by 
international institutions and therefore they believe that Zambia can gain the same prosperity by 
implementing the same education system. Having discussed the issue of the authors behind the 
various policies, we find it relevant to discuss some of the key words that are mentioned 
throughout the three policies as we also here find that there can be various agendas and conflicts 
of interests.  
7.4 The Ambiguity of Knowledge 
As we pointed out in the analysis the three policies consistently mention knowledge, values, 
moral, skills and attitudes in order to participate in the world society.  The tension field between 
on the one hand international ideas on these mentioned key words and on the other hand 
Zambian ideas on the same key words are worth paying attention to. 
The declaration from EFA suggests that all nations have valuable knowledge to share and that 
traditions and culture must be respected and recognised, but at the same time education must be 
universal. It seems like the different sizes are somehow conflicting. When EFA elaborates on the 
question of knowledge, several solutions are expressed to eliminate illiteracy and basically it 
concerns access. It is stated that what is needed is access to printed knowledge and access to 
information and technologies. One might question what type of printed knowledge, information 
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and technology does this imply? When the declaration on EFA furthermore suggests that there 
must be access to knowledge in order to adapt to societal change it becomes clear that the 
knowledge that is called for is a new one, since there is a need of societal change. The type of 
knowledge they have in Zambia is not good enough to be a modern society. 
In the policy from 1996 we find recognition of the fact that Zambia needs knowledge and skills of 
people in their ongoing access to education. However we also find appreciation of Zambia’s 
traditions, understanding of spiritual, religious and moral values as well as competencies in 
creative arts, language and life skills. Spiritual values and needs of the individual is not mentioned 
as particularly important in the EFA which leads us to think of the conflicts of interest when the 
EFA principles are to be implemented.  
When we return to Weber, he describes the modern society as rational without belief in mystics 
and religion, the ‘disenchantment’. We find that the EFA-declaration follows this rationale to a 
greater extent than the 1996-policy. So even though that the EFA-declaration suggests that 
traditions and culture should be respected we find the outcome to be different. The 2005-policy 
sums this point up since innovation and creativity is emphasised as useful in the modern society 
rather than traditions and culture. In fact tradition and culture is presented as obstacles, rather 
than contribution to a modern society.  
One might therefore see the movement away from spirituality as a movement towards a western 
idea of modernity and thereby we see the spirituality included in the 1996 policy to be an 
expression of a Zambian modernity. When reading the Zambian education history, we see that 
Zambia earlier on actually did try to include more socialist science in the school curriculum. This 
attempt was, however, stopped by the church and missionary community who found it too 
scientific and anti-religious. Since the colonial missionaries introduced Christianity, it could 
therefore be seen as a western imposed value. However, since colonial times, many Zambians 
have become very religious and Christianity has become a great part of their lives. The question is, 
when are values and ideas ‘Zambian’ and when are they imposed from someone ‘outside’ Zambia 
as well as we asked whether the élite who creates the policies can be seen as Zambian or not. It 
could seem that the elite is expressing some sort of hypocrisy, because the elite themselves is part 
of the same Zambian society as the ‘masses’ along with the different beliefs in mystics. Yet, they 
express in the policies that these values should be abandoned. Zambian modernity might as well 
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include some values that someone would define as Western or Neoliberal, but which just as well 
would be defined as Zambian contemporary modernity from a Zambian point of view.  
7.5 Copying or Making Meaning of Western Modernity 
When Zambian policies react in certain ways or describe certain ways of being modern, that 
someone would see as being a copy of western modern perception, it might instead be considered 
as a way of obtaining a place in the world. Ferguson discusses the term “mimicry”, referring to 
Homi Bhabha (1994), in relation to the time when colonised subjects started to imitate the images 
of Europeans in the colonial times. Some anthropologists explain mimicry with cultural resistance, 
others, as a parody of the colonizer. Today, however, Ferguson describes mimicry in relation to 
obtain membership in world society, to assert rights and pressing by conduct claims to political 
and social rights of full membership in a wider society (Ferguson, 2009:158).  
EFA-principles stress the importance of education in order to become a modern society and to be 
able to participate in the competitive world society. Zambian policies carry on with similar 
principles and we find among our interview persons also great emphasis on taking part in a global 
world and that is why they find education of such great importance. When the lecturer stresses 
that it is modern and valued to speak English and not the local language or when he stresses the 
significance of wearing nice suits, driving a nice car and living in the white man’s neighbourhood it 
can be seen as a sign of mimicry, a wish of belonging to the world society.  
Nonetheless, as Ferguson argues, one can do many things to resemble a person who is able to 
participate in the world society, but they are, however, nothing but symbols of a modern person. 
When anthropologist talks about a globalized world, these symbols are what Ferguson describes 
as ‘cultural products’ that give nothing but an illusion of membership to a world society. The 
symbols of a modern man flow easily around the world but they do not provide him with access to 
the world society. Even though these symbols might seem easier to obtain with globalisation it 
does not remove the fact of inequality. One may have a degree, a nice suit and a car and in this 
sense globalisation seems to homogenize the world, but if we turn to world labour market or 
accessibility to the first world countries, these boarders are not quite as accessible. Therefore, as 
Ferguson argues, there is a big difference in discussing modernity in a cultural sense or modernity 
in an economic, powerful sense of gaining global status. Despite feeling included in an imagined 
world society in the early years of independence, Zambia has not followed the linear development 
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model or breaking through the boundaries to the world society. Rather Zambia has experienced 
economic decline and less inclusion in the international community. Using Fergusons arguments, 
we might therefore see the Zambian policies as following certain international policies, not only 
because they are forced to, but also, and maybe mainly, because they see it as necessary in order 
to re-attain membership in the world society. What we find in the Zambian policies can therefore 
be seen as a form of mimicry of the early respectful Zambian society, and not just a copy of a 
Western perception. Perhaps the Zambian perception of being modern is related to their past 
prosperity, modernity and worldwide respect? 
Finally it is important to point out that when we have discussed these different issues on 
modernity they are all discussed in relation to education. Modernity is of cause not ascribed to 
education alone. There are different spheres in a Zambian citizen’s life where different values can 
be exercised and thereby contribute to ‘Zambian’ modernity. It is as an example possible to be 
modern at Sunday school or at a wedding or other more informal settings.   
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8.0 Conclusion 
We started this research by being curious to perceptions of modernity in relation to a worldwide 
belief in the promise of education. We focused on Zambia, since a severe economic crisis in the 
1970s had influenced the previous belief in a linear progressive development model. We thereby 
questioned how this reaction could have influenced the contemporary perceptions of modernity 
in Zambia and if international or Western perceptions of modernity still had influence on the 
Zambian education policies. Our research problem was: 
What happens when international agreements on education are included in the Zambian 
education policies and how does this affect the perceptions of modernity in the Zambian society?  
We found that many of the perceptions, values and descriptions of education and modernity 
portrayed in the World Declaration on Education for All, were likewise visible in the two Zambian 
education polices from 1996 and 2005 respectively. Furthermore, whereas the National Policy on 
education from 1996 also expressed several alternative ways of doing education, to a greater 
extent, than the declaration on EFA, the later policy from 2005 almost surrendered totally to the 
international agreed principles. 
Therefore we find a perception of modernity, following the ideas of Ferguson, where global 
modern status increasingly is considered as a matter of competences and mindsets and less of 
development and progression through time. But whereas Rizvi would see the change of 
perception as imposed on Zambian society by certain neoliberal powerful institutions, we see an 
actor’s conscious imitation of a powerful institution - in the sense of mimicry. By that, the Zambian 
policies are expressing international accepted perceptions in order to be respected and accepted 
in world society. However, by recognising problems and challenges with the education system in 
the Zambian society, the policies somehow also criticise aspects of the internationally agreed 
education policies. In addition, both the Zambian policies argue for greater privatization and 
international partnerships by placing the responsibility on the international society.  We see 
therefore the critique by Rizvi being challenged. We find that powerful international institutions 
impose neoliberal structures on the local governments and simultaneously place the responsibility 
of the outcome to the government. However, in both policies the critique of international 
partnerships is visible and the policies emphasize that the powerful international institutions have 
great responsibility. 
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Furthermore, we see in the policies an expression that could emerge from a minority of the 
Zambian population. A small group of élites, who have been brought up in a Western designed 
education system and who have gained access to a world society through this mean of education. 
Following that position, these education policy makers would express a Western perception of 
modernity, since this is what they have been brought up to – and the majority of Zambians could 
therefore have a different perspective. This would explain the high dropout rates, the lack of 
recognition of education by society as well as the feeling of irrelevance among students. 
What we found was that the policies on education could be seen as simple text rather than a 
framework for action. This means that there might be an élite writing the policies, and the policies 
might follow certain neoliberal international ideas on education and modernity. Nonetheless, 
these policies might be changed and modified in the implementation on local political level, in 
schools and in classrooms. The actions upon hegemonic discourses on modernity might be 
happening in the very implementation of policies instead of in the papers. Therefore the actual 
differences and discussions on perceptions of education and modernity might occur between 
Zambian policymakers, students, teachers and local politicians – rather than happening between 
the World Bank, UNESCO and the Zambian Government.  
Thus the action rather happens in that moment when a Zambian student says something like this: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Christine: …we have more educated people that we have had before you know, and 
what have we achieved from then? We have people with how many degrees from 
then. And yet our economy was better in the 1980ies than it is now, you know (…) 
Why is the economist sitting in his house? There must be something wrong with the 
education system. If you really are getting an education, that education should 
encourage you to do absolute anything. Not just sitting in your house and wait for a 
job. (Tape 2, PART B, minute 15.00 & minute 26.30) 
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9.0 Referat på Dansk 
Vi sætter i denne tekst spørgsmålstegn ved ideen om modernitet og ønsket om et moderne samfund. Ved 
at kigge på Zambias uddannelsessystem har vi undersøgt hvordan forskellige former for 
modernitetsforståelser udtrykkes. Vi har været interesserede i hvad der sker når internationale aftaler 
omkring uddannelse skal implementeres i det Zambiske uddannelsessystem samt hvordan denne 
implementering påvirker forståelser omkring modernitet i Zambia. Med udgangspunkt i politiske 
strategipapirer omkring uddannelse fra henholdsvis UNESCO og det Zambiske Uddannelses Ministerium, 
har vi undersøgt ligheder og brud i modernitets forståelser. Vi har brugt Carol Bacchis teori om at se 
politiske papirer som diskurser og ledt efter steder hvor bestemte løsninger gives til bestemte problemer. 
Vi har dernæst brugt James Fergusons kritik af den klassiske lineære progressive udviklingsidé samt Fazal 
Rizvis kritik af internationale neoliberale uddannelsesstrategier i vores diskussion af analyseresultaterne. Vi 
finder at størstedelen af de Zambiske uddannelsesstrategier følger de internationale aftaler omkring 
’Education for All’ og at der er færre brud fra de internationale forståelser af modernitet i strategien fra 
1996 end der er i 2005. 
Vi ser, at der, særligt i 2005, udtrykkes en forståelse af at specifikke kompetencer kan give adgang til et 
verdenssamfund og en global status, som førhen i historien blev set som kun at kunne opnås gennem en 
tidsmæssig udvikling. Samtidig ser vi at denne opfattelse kunne være et udtryk for en neoliberal 
uddannelsesforståelse, men, modsat Rizvi, mener vi ikke at denne forståelse er tvunget ned over Zambia. 
Snarere ser vi en form for mimicry, hvor det Zambiske Uddannelsesministerium følger bestemte 
internationale ideer om modernitet i deres strategier, for at få anerkendelse og respekt i det internationale 
samfund. Samtidig ser vi hvordan de Zambiske politik dokumenter kritiserer det internationale samfund for 
på den ene side at forlange særlige uddannelsesstrategier og samtidig placere størstedelen af ansvaret for 
resultatet hos de nationale regeringer. 
Til sidst sætter vi spørgsmålstegn ved om en uddannelsesstrategi overhovedet kan udtrykke Zambias 
modernitetsforståelse. Dels finder vi at strategien primært bruges til at opnå international anerkendelse og 
derved muligvis først bliver ændret til lokale forhold i selve implementeringen. Dels bruger vi Jan O’Brien til 
at kritisere de Zambiske magthavere for at være en elite, der ikke følger majoritetens 
modernitetsforståelser. Snarere har den Zambiske elite selv følt fordelene ved at blive accepteret i det 
internationale samfund og implementerer derfor lettere disse ideer i planlægningen af Zambias 
uddannelsessystem. Derfor kan vi konkludere at de Zambiske politikker følger internationale aftaler, men 
disse politikker er dog ikke nødvendigvis et udtryk for opfattelsen af modernitet i det Zambiske samfund 
som helhed. 
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